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Let a be an infinite cardinal. A Boolean algebra A is a-complete if every

subset of A with power (cardinality) at most a possesses a least upper bound

in A. An ideal 1 in a Boolean algebra is a-complete in case the least upper

bound (if it exists) of every subset of 1 with power at most a belongs to I.

A Boolean algebra that is K0-complete is also called <r-complete. A field of

sets B is a Boolean algebra where the operations +, •, and ~~ are respectively

the operations of set-union, set-intersection, and complementation with re-

spect to the unit element of B. A field of sets B is a-complete if the union of

any subset of B with power at most a belongs to B.

By a theorem of Stone [7], every Boolean algebra is isomorphic to a field

of sets. On the other hand, not every a-complete Boolean algebra is iso-

morphic to some a-complete field of sets; a necessary and sufficient condition

for such a representation is that ever)' principal ideal of the algebra be con-

tained in an a-complete maximal ideal (cf. [5]). In 1947, Loomis [3] proved

that every <r-complete Boolean algebra A is isomorphic to a cr-complete field

of sets B modulo a cr-complete ideal of B. The question was raised as to

whether this result holds for all infinite cardinals a. In 1948, Sikorski [5]

showed that the Boolean algebra L of Lebesgue measurable subsets of the

unit interval modulo the sets of measure zero is 2N°-complete but not iso-

morphic to any 2N°-compIete field of sets modulo a 2No-complete ideal.

It is the object of this note to give a necessary and sufficient condition

for a-complete Boolean algebras A to be a-representable, i.e., to be isomorphic

to an a-complete field of sets B modulo an a-complete ideal of B(2). It turned

out that to each a-complete Boolean algebra A there is associated an ideal

Ra(A) which plays the role of a radical with respect to a-representation, i.e.,

a homomorphic image of A is a-representable if, and only if, the kernel of the

homomorphism includes Ra(A) (cf. Theorem 3). Our characterization, pre-

sented in Theorem 2, may be regarded as a generalization of the theorem of

Loomis since every cr-complete Boolean algebra satisfies our condition with
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a = ^o (cf. Theorem 4). Recently, other characterizations of a-representable

Boolean algebras have been found (Scott and Tarski [4]) where the proofs

given are metamathematical in nature. We shall give a purely algebraic and

direct proof (Theorem 6) of the equivalence of the characterization given

here and the one given in [4]. This equivalence can be established by analyz-

ing certain properties which individual elements of a Boolean algebra must

possess; in so doing, we have proved a theorem (Theorem 5) which, aside

from its use in the problem of a-representation, is of some interest in itself.

Let A be a Boolean algebra. We shall denote by 23,-eja,- (YLieiai) the

least upper bound (greatest lower bound) in A (if it exists) of the set {at;

iEl}- If I is of power at most a, then an element of the form ^,-ef u,-

(YLieiai) is called an a-sum (a-product). A system of elements aij indexed

by the sets 7 and J (i.e., a*,,- is an element of the Boolean algebra for iEl

and jEJ) is call an a-system in case the sets I and J have powers at most a.

As usual, the complement of an element a of A shall be denoted by a. For

typographical reasons, we shall denote the complement of a group of letters

by enclosing the group of letters in square brackets followed by a bar, e.g.,

[J^era,]-. Whenever there is no possibility of confusion, we simply let

a-i= [ai\~ and «,-,,- = [a,-,y]~. 0 and 1 shall denote respectively the zero and

unit elements of A. For arbitrary sets A, P(A) denotes the set of all functions

/ with domain A and such that f(x)Ex for each xEA. We let J1 denote the

set of all functions/ with domain 7 and range included in /. If/ is a function

and X is a set,/*(X) is the image of X under/. We assume that ordinals have

been defined in such a way that every ordinal coincides with the set of smaller

ordinals. A cardinal can be understood as an ordinal which has larger power

than every smaller ordinal.

Definition. If A is a Boolean algebra and a an infinite cardinal, then

Ra(A) shall denote the set of all elements xEA for which there exists an a-

system of elements aijEA indexed by the sets I and J such that

(i) YL a'.i = 0 for each i £ E
ieJ

and

(ii)   for each function f, fE J1, the set of elements {at,/^; iEl} either contains

x or else contains some complementary pair of elements b and B.

We see readily from the definition that 0ERa(A).

Theorem 1. If A is an a-complete Boolean algebra, then Ra(A) is an a-

complete ideal of A and A/Ra(A) is a-representable.

Proof. We shall first prove that there exists a homomorphism/of A onto

an a-complete field of sets B modulo an a-complete ideal Af of B, then prove

that this homomorphism/ preserves a-sums, and, finally, that the kernel of

this homomorphism is Ra(A).
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For each xG-4, we let x*={x, x} and .4*={x*; xEA}. We define a

function g on the elements of A to subsets of P(A *) such that

g(x) = {h; hE P(A*) and h(x*) = x}(3).

It is clear that for every xG^4, g(x)P\g(x) =<p and g(x)\Jg(x)=P(A*). We

let B he the a-complete field of sets generated by the elements of g*(A) in the

(complete) field of all subsets of P(A*). Furthermore, let M= {D,sr g(x,);

1 has at most power a, XjG^4 for each iEI, and IJ,<=r x, = 0] and N he the

a-complete ideal generated by M in B. We now wish to show that B/N is a

homomorphic image of A by the following mapping/:

f(x) = g(x)/N.

It is clear that/*(^) generates B/N. Now f(x) =g(x)/N= [P(A*)~g(x)]/N

= [g(x) ]~/N and hence / preserves complementation. Let a = ^,ej a,- be an

a-sum of elements of A. In order to show f(a) = X)»er/(a.) it is sufficient to

prove that the symmetric difference of g(a) and UjSz g(a{) is an element of TV.

Since 1 has power at most a and a- YLtei c7, = 0, we obtain g(a)C\ f),sr g(df)

EN. But

g(a) r\ n g(di) = g(a) r\ n [g(at)]- = g(a) n |~ u «(*)] ,

hence

(1) g(a) H f" U g(adj   E N.

On the other hand, a ■ at = 0 for each iEI, thus g(a)r\g(ai) = [g(a)f~r\g(a,) EN

for each iEI- Since N is a-complete, U,er ([g(a) ]~~(~}g(ai))EN, and

(2) [g(a)]~ n\J g(ai) E N.
iei

It follows from (1) and (2) that the symmetric difference of g(a) and U.e/ g(a.)

belongs to N. Thus/ preserves a-sums and/*(^4) is an a-complete subalgebra

of B/N. Hence f*(A) =B/N and / maps A homomorphically onto B/N pre-

serving all a-sums of elements of A.

It remains to prove that the kernel of/ is the set Ra(A). If f(x) =0, then

g(x)EN. We see that the condition g(x)EN is equivalent to the following:

there exists an a-system of elements a,-,/ indexed by the sets I and J such that

(i) II at,,- = 0    for each iEI,
iej

(ii) 0 g(ai,j) E M for each iEI,

_                      i£J

(3) The idea of using the elements of P(A*) as points in the representation was discussed

in [3].
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and

(iii) g(x) C U   P g(ai,j).
iei jeJ

By the set-theoretical distributive law,

(3) u n g(ai,j) = n u g(aiMi)).
iei ieJ hej' iei

Hence (iii) together with (3) imply

(4) g(x) C U g(aiMi,) for each h E J1-
iei

If the set {a,-,A(,-); iEl} does not contain a complementary pair of elements,

then any two different elements a<,»(,-) and fly.ay), with ij^j, belong to different

elements of A *. If, in addition, the set {«.-,*(,); iEl} does not contain x, then

clearly there exists a function &£P(yl*) such that k(x*)=x and &(at,*(,-)*)

= o»,A(>) for each i£7, i.e.,

(5) k E g(x) and £ E g(<*i,»(o) f°r eac^ * £ *"•

(5) is a contradiction to (4). Hence xERa(A). On the other hand, let xERa(A)

and let o,-,y be the associated a-system of elements indexed by the sets 7 and

J. Clearly conditions (i), (ii), and (4) are satisfied by the elements a,-,,-. By

(3) and (i) we see that Ohej'Viei g(ai,hti))EN, which, together with (4)

imply (iii). Thus g(x)EN andf(x) =0. The theorem has been proved(4).

Theorem 2. Let A be an a-complete Boolean algebra. Then A is a-repre-

sentable if, and only if, Ra(A) = {0}.

Proof. Obviously, if Ra(A) = {0}, then by Theorem 1 A is a-representable.

Let / be a homomorphism of an a-complete field of sets B onto A and such

that/ preserves all a-sums of B. Let xEP-a(A) and let a,-,,- be the associated

a-system of elements. We choose an inverse f~l to the function / satisfying

the condition: that/_1(y) = [f~l(y)]~ for each y£^4. It is evident that such

an inverse can always be chosen. Since Ilye/ a.,y = 0 for each iEl and since /

preserves all a-sums (and hence all a-products), we obtain

(1) D f-\ai,i) E B and /(  fl /^(a,-,,-)) = 0 for every i £ 7.

From (1), it follows that U,-« i\iej /'1(o,-.i)££, /(U,-e/ ny6J/-1(a,-,y))=0,

and, by an application of the set-theoretical distributive law,

(2) /( n  u f-KoiMi,)) = o.
\ heJ1 iei '

(*) The fact that the ideal Ra(A) is a-complete can be proved without resorting to the

homomorphism/and without even the assumption of the a-completeness of A.
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By our choice of the inverse function /~', we see that

for every h E J1, either/-1(x) C U /_1(a;,A(o)>

(3)
or else U / 1(ai,hii)) = 1.

iel

Clearly (3) leads to the condition

(4) f~\x) C U f-l(aiMi)) for each h E J1-
iel

Applying now the function/ to both sides of the inclusion of (4) and by the

use of (2), we obtain the desired conclusion x = 0. The theorem has been

proved.

The condition Ra(A) = jO}, as has been proved in Theorem 2, is both

necessary and sufficient for A to be a-representable. Earlier, Smith [6] gave

a sufficient condition for A to be a-representable and which he has shown to

be not necessary. Furthermore, he pointed out (in [6]) that all those a-com-

plete Boolean algebras in which the so-called a-distributive law holds satisfy

his sufficient condition and, consequently, are a-representable. We see quite

easily from our definition of Ra(A) that if 1?„(.4)5^ }0J then clearly A will

not satisfy the a-distributive law. One can also give a simple and direct argu-

ment that the condition Ra(A) = {o} is implied by his sufficient condition;

however, we point out here that our condition was obtained without the

knowledge of the results to be found in [6] and that the two approaches are

entirely different.

The next theorem studies more closely the role that the ideals Ra(A) play

in the problem of a-representation.

Theorem 3. Let A be an a-complete Boolean algebra and let N be an a-

complete ideal of A. Then A/N is a-representable if, and only if, Ra(A)cZN.

Proof. Assume that A/N is a-representable, i.e., Ra(A/N) = {O/N}. Let

xERa(A) and a,,,- be the associated a-system of elements. It is evident that

the elements a.-.j/A7 of A/N satisfy

(i) TT [oi.j/N] = 0/N for each i E I,
ieJ

and

(ii)    for every hEJ1, the set of elements {a^to/A7; iEl} contains either

x/N or a complementary pair.

Thus, it follows from (i) and (ii) that x/NERa(A/N) and xEN.

On the other hand, assume that Ra(A)ClN. We shall prove that Ra(A/N)

= {0/N}. Let x/NERa(A/N) and let (a/A7'),-,,- be the associated a-system of

elements. Let us now pick representatives at,, out of the cosets (a/A7),-,,- such
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that if (a/N)i,j = x/N, then aij = x, and such that if (a/N){,j= [(a/TV),-,,-<]-,

then aij = di',j'. From this choice of representatives, it follows that

(1) IJ 0<,j£ N for every i £ 7

and

(2) for each hEJ1, the set of elements  {a,-,*^; iEl} either contains x or

else contains a complementary pair.

Let now y = x- YlteizZiej 8{,j and let us pick a/ £/ and set J' = /W{/}.

We define an a-system of elements bij indexed by the sets 7 and J' as follows:

(i) bij = a,-,,- if j ^ j' and a;,,- 9^ x,

(ii) 2>i,,- = y     if j 9^ j' and a,-,,- = ac,

and

(iii) 6,-,,-, = y.

It follows from (1), (2), and the definition of bij that

(3) H bi,j = 0 for each i £ 7,

and

(4) for every hEJ'1, the set of elements {&<,»(q; i£7J either contains the

element y or else contains a complementary pair.

Conditions (3) and (4) show that the element y£E„(^4) and hence, by our

hypothesis, y£2V. However, x=x-y+y =x- zZieiTLieJ o-t.i+y and whence,

by (2), x£Af and x/N = Q/N. The proof is now complete. (It actually follows

from the proof of Theorem 3 that Ra(A/N) =Ra(A)/N for any a-complete

ideal NofA.)
Due to Theorem 3 we may now justly regard the ideal Ea(^4) as the

a-radical of an a-complete Boolean algebra with respect to a-representation.

2?a(^4) is unique in the sense that any a-complete ideal Af' of A satisfying

Theorem 3 with 2?„(.<4) replaced by Af' must be identical with Ea(^4), i.e.,

2?„(^4) = N'. Furthermore, we see that if a and fi are infinite cardinals and

fi<a, then RB(A)QRa(A). It follows then for each a-complete Boolean alge-

bra A either A is a-representable or else there exists a least fi<a for which

Rfi(A) does not vanish. The problem is open whether for all cardinals a and

fi with No<|3<o: there exists an a-complete Boolean algebra A for which fi

is the least cardinal such that Rp(A) does not vanish. We shall see from Theo-

rem 4 that if j3 = N0, then Rp(A) = {o}.

From the results in [5] and Theorem 2, the algebra L of Lebesgue meas-

urable sets modulo the sets of measure zero is such that Ry(L)y^ {o}, where

for the discussion in this paragraph we let 7 = 2N°. Since the algebra L is
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known to be of the power of the continuum, complete, and homogeneous(6),

we see immediately that Ry(L) is a principal ideal of L and, what is more

interesting, Ry(L) simply coincides with £. Another interesting example is the

Boolean algebra B of the Borel sets modulo the sets of first category in a

separable complete metric space 5. This Boolean algebra is also known as

the algebra of regular open sets of S(6). It is known that B is complete and is

of the power of the continuum. Hence Ry(B) is again a principal ideal. It is

not difficult to see that for any regular open set x there exists a sequence of

sets {x,0,,-,.,-„} where each i, is either 0 or 1,

x = Xo + Xi,

and

Xi„,---.in = z.-o,---,t-„.o + x,-0,...,,-n,i for each ra,

and such that for every choice of the index i

Ilxi0,i1....,in = 0C).
n

From the above and Theorem 3.1 in [5] we see that again Ry(B) =B. Thus in

the above two instances, not only are the algebras themselves not 2"°-

representable, but any nontrivial 2N°-complete homomorphic image is also

not 2Mo-representable.

It should also be mentioned that Theorem 3 may be obtained in a meta-

mathematical fashion by using Theorem 2 and the fact that the class of all

a-complete Boolean algebras which are a-representable forms an equational

class of algebras. As a matter of fact, Scott and Tarski have shown that the

characterization given in Theorem 2 can be transformed in a natural way to

yield a set of characterizing equations for the class of all a-representable

Boolean algebras(8).

The connection between the result of Loomis [3] concerning cr-complete

Boolean algebras and Theorem 2 will be made clear by the following theorem.

Theorem 4. For any Boolean algebra A, R»0(A) = {o}.

Proof. Let xER»0(A) and let a,,, be the associated Ko-system of elements

indexed by the sets / and / where we may assume I = J = the set of all

natural numbers. Suppose that x?^0, thus x^l. Hence 1 9^x+ Wj&j a0,, and

1=^ IJ,-e/ (x+a0j). We can now pick a j0 such that x+aoj^l. Ii we proceed

(5) For some details on the algebra L, cf. [l, pp. 168-169 and p. 184].

(6) For some details on the algebra B, cf. [l, pp. 176-179].

(') Cf. footnote 5.

(8) This result may be found in [4, Theorem l].
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in this fashion, we will pick an infinite sequence of elements a0j0, fli,y„

a2jt, • • •  such that

* + 0O,jo + °l.J'i + - - - + C-i.ii ?* 1 f°r each i E I-

This clearly means that the function h defined by the condition h(i) =/,- for

each iEl will yield a set of elements {ai,K,i)\ iEl} which will not contain x

and will not contain a complementary pair. Hence x = 0 and the theorem is

proved.

For our subsequent discussion we introduce the following notion. An ideal

TV of an a-complete Boolean algebra A preserves the a-system of elements a,-,,-

(of A) indexed by the sets I and J if, and only if,

(*)   for each iEl,  2~lieJ ai,j £ N if, and only if, o^,,- £ Af for some/ £ J.

We see that if, in particular, TV is a maximal ideal, then condition ( * ) can be

replaced by the condition

(* *) for each i E I,  2~1 at.i G TV if, and only if, a,-,, £ Af for every j £ /.
ieJ

In general, we see that condition (*) implies the corresponding notion de-

fined in [4] and which in turn implies condition (* *); however, for maximal

ideals Af all three notions are equivalent. The following lemma will require no

proof.

Lemma. An ideal TV preserves the a-system of elements a,-,,- indexed by I and

J if, and only if, TV preserves the a-system of elements bij indexed by the sets I

and jyj' {/'} (j'EJ) where bij = a(j if j^j' and bij' = [2~2iej a-ij]~ for each

iEl.

It follows from the lemma that if an ideal TV preserves all a-systems of

elements a,-,,- where 1 = zZ&J ai.i f°r eacn *£E then TV preserves all a-systems

of elements.

Theorem 5. For any element x of an a-complete Boolean algebra A the follow-

ing four conditions are equivalent.

(i) xER«(A).
(ii) For any a-system of elements of A, there exists a proper ideal TV contain-

ing x and preserving the a-system of elements and which is fi-complete for every

cardinal fi such that a& has at most the power a.

(iii) For any a-system of elements of A, there exists a proper ideal TV contain-

ing x and preserving the a-system of elements.

(iv) For any a-system of elements of A, there exists a maximal ideal M con-

taining x and preserving the a-system of elements.

Proof. The equivalence of (iii) and (iv) follows from the fact that if TV

preserves an a-system of elements, then any of its maximal extensions Af will
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also preserve the same a-system of elements. The implication (ii) to (iii) is

obvious. We shall now show the implication of (iii) to (i) by contradiction.

Suppose xERa(A) and let a,-,, be the associated a-system of elements. Con-

sider now a proper ideal N which preserves the a-system of elements a,,, and

which contains x. Since 1 = 2_,jej a,-,,- for each iEI, it follows that

(1) for each i E I, Oi,j E N for some j E J.

By (1), we define a function h, hEJ1, such that

(2) <*»,*(•) G N for each i E I-

Using (2) and the fact that A7 is a proper ideal containing x, we see that the

set of elements {a*,;,(,-); iEl} cannot contain the element x nor a comple-

mentary pair. Hence we have a contradiction and xERa(A).

Next we prove (ii) from (i). Let a,-,,- be an a-system of elements indexed

by I and / and such that

(3) 1 = 52 at.i f°r eacn i E 1-
i<EJ

We may assume without loss of generality that the sets I and J have pre-

cisely the power a. It follows from the lemma that it is sufficient if we can

prove the existence of an ideal N preserving a-systems of the above special

form. Notice that (3) leads to

(4) 0 = XI di.i for each i E I.
iej

Let /3 be any cardinal such that a? has at most the power a. We let

h= [di.j-iELjEJY,

and

I' = I \J U (1^; a3 has the power at most a).

Since the set {a,-,,; iEI, jEJ} has the power a, it is clear that each set 1/?

has the power at most a and the set I' also has power at most a. We now

define (in any manner we wish) an a-system of elements bi,, indexed by the

sets I'Vj{i'} (i'EI') and J and satisfying the following conditions:

(5) bi.j = dij for i G 1 and j E J-

(6) bv,, = Ofor 3.11 j E J.

(7) {y\y Ef*(P)} W {x} U {Z/M + xj = [b,,,;j EJ} for each/ Eh-

It follows readily from (4)-(7) that

(8) JJ Ki = 0 for each i E T' VJ {i'}.
ieJ

Since xERa(A) and J,-,, is an a-system of elements satisfying (8), there exists

a function kEJI'UH'] such that
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(9) the set of elements K= {bi,hn); i£7'U {i'} } does not contain x and does

not contain a complementary pair.

From (6) and (9), we see that

(10) 0 £ TT and 1 £ TC.

Let L= {&,-,*(,-); iEl} = {<*.-.»(<)I iEl} QK. For any fi such that a? has power

at most a and for any subset L' of L with power fi we can find a function/,

fEh, such that L'=f*(fi). From (7) and (9) we see that

(11) 2Zf(p) + x=bsMf)EK.
pep

(10) and (11) clearly imply that the least upper bound of any subset L' of

DU {x} of power fi is different from 1. We now simply let

TV =  < y; f or some L'ClUJij.i' has power /3, and a" has power a, and

(12)

xSL'    J

Obviously, TV is a proper ideal containing x and preserving the a-system of

elements a,-,j. Suppose ae has power a. For each |£p\ let y^EN and such that

for some fit, ah has power a and

(13) y« ̂  E yu
p€0{

where

(14) ytiP £ L \J {x} for each p £ /3£.

Let C be the cardinal sum of all the sets ft as ££p\ By the set-theoretical law

on exponents, we see that ac is set-theoretically equivalent to P( {ah; |£/3}).

Since ah has the power a for each ££/3, we see that P({ah; ££/?}) is simply

set-theoretically equivalent to a3 which again has the power a. Hence ac has

power a. From this and (14) it follows that there exists a subset L' of LKJ {x}

with power fi' where afi' has power at most a such that

(is) Z Z y£.P = £ x.
(ed p60{ I6L'

Hence by (13) and (15), X?ea y?<Z)xeL' * and, by (12), J^ies ytEN.
Thus we see that TV is /3-complete for every fi such that a3 has the power a.

The theorem is proved.

Using Theorem 5 we can now present several characterizations of a-

representable Boolean algebras in the following(9):

(9) The equivalence of 6(i) with 6(iv) is precisely a condition given in [4, Theo ri 2]. This

is easily seen from our remarks concerning the equivalence of conditions ( * ) and ( * * ) in case

Af is maximal.
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Theorem 6. For any a-complete Boolean algebra A the following four condi-

tions are equivalent:

(i) A is a-representable.

(ii) For any x?±l and any a-system of elements, there exists a proper ideal

N containing x and preserving the a-system of elements and which is B-complete

for every /3 such that a9 has power at most a.

(iii) For any X9^l and any a-system of elements, there exists a proper ideal

N containing x and preserving the a-system of elements.

(iv) For any x^l and any a-system of elements, there exists a maximal ideal

M containing x and preserving the a-system of elements.

Proof. By Theorem 2 and Theorem 5.

In conclusion we point out the significance of condition 6(ii) in the follow-

ing special application: If a Boolean algebra A is continuously-representable

(i.e. 2Ko-representable), then for any x-^l and any continuum-system of

elements there exists a denumerably-complete proper ideal N containing x

and preserving the continuum-system of elements.
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